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The cultural factors of an organization which affect the adoption and
assimilation of a digital recordkeeping system are often overlooked by records
professionals. Instead records professionals tend to focus on developing policies,
standards and systems when implementing a recordkeeping system.
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This research examines the organizational dynamics and tensions amongst
different groups of stakeholders – records professionals, records creators and
information technology managers. It provides an insight on what facilitates and
constraints human behaviour and the implications for records managers who are
keen to institute controls on the management and preservation of records.

Research Objectives
 Analyse the organizational culture factors which enable and constrain the
implementation of a recordkeeping and/or preservation system
 Develop a risk assessment framework for an organization to reduce their level of
risk exposure relating to organizational cultural factors that hinder the
development and adoption of a recordkeeping and/or preservation system
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 Perception of records creators that recordkeeping is a time-consuming activity rather than
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 Culture within an organization is not monolithic due to presence of multiple
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